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BENCH SILENCE

A piece of urban furniture inspired in marine life, capable of arousing emotions both in urban environments and in

natural spaces. When the bench is free, its soft undulating shapes turn it into a sculptural element.

An elegant and sober bench, with organic forms that not only fulfils the function of a seat, but also ennobles with its

quality the urban space where it is located: promenades, ports, parks, squares, roads...

BENCH SILENCE
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BENCH SILENCE

Technical Specifications

The purity of the lines and the rotundity between planes

of the SILENCE Bench, reinforces the shine and

textures of fibreglass and concrete.

With its minimalist design, its comfortable ergonomic

profile and soft undulations invite contemplation and

serenity.

The removal of the backrest on part of the bench allows

the seat to be used on both sides of the bench.

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

Materials and finishes available

Fixation

Fixing by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar or by

means of an expansion bolt, provided that the floor is

compact

Painted fibreglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm and an interior

reinforced with a wooden frame.

A. Fibreglass

Gloss White*

Fluorescent Green

Light Blue

* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete

Grey

White

Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance

and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.

C. PLA: Polylactic Acid

Made in 3D printing

Available in all colours
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QZ Urban Furniture reserves the right to change details of part specifications and equipment

without prior notice. These details are subject to change according to country conditions and

requirements. Please check with the team for details regarding any changes.

Note: The parts shown and the technical specifications given in this catalogue may differ from the

models and equipment available at the time of manufacture. Colours may vary slightly from the

catalogue photos.

Caring for the environment is a priority for QZ Urban Furniture. We take many steps to ensure that during

the creation of our products, from design, production, distribution, sales and end of life, we minimise their

environmental impact. It will be a pleasure for the whole team to provide you with information about the

importance of the environment to all of us.

For more information, please visit our website: www.qzurbanfurniture.com

For more information about our urban furniture:

www.qzurbanfurniture.com

For more information about our architecture:

www.eminguez.com
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